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PAMPHLET: The 
BEACH Benefits On Health 

Why will you adore this Pamphlet? 
You care about nature? About your health? About the future? The young & older generations? So do I.  
It’s high time we talk about what we are missing out right by the Beach! 

The Beach, Ideal Place For Meaningful Leisures 
The Covid-19 pandemic has brought on a new set of challenges and sped up the trends that were emerging in 
the last 10 years. We want respect for nature, simplicity, openness, humanity, transparency and accessibility. We 
crave for meaningful pleasures made for all. We want cool things to feel good and be good to us and others.  
 
The benefits of the Beach are invaluable and here below I have listed 16 of them for you: 
1. One of the top best Stress Reliever (with sex, sleep or working out) 
2. A bit of sun exposure (with UV protection) increases our happiness (endorphins) (Harvard University) 
3. Better sleep at night (because we spend more calories and feel less gravity – even more for kids) 
4. Lots of energy, less depression, less or no cramps, more solid bones (especially for the young or older ones), a 

nourish skins thanks to the Vitamin D you get from the sun (even under the shades!) 
5. Probably the best place to do breathing exercise – the iodine and other very powerful oligo elements helps 

clear respiratory tract.  
6. Zinc, iodine, Sodium, Magnesium, the water is filled with the best materials for the skin to be pampered, to cure 

imperfections or any little scar  
7. A better blood circulation and muscle relaxation moving on the sand and in the water – the Beach is definitely 

a wonderful place to workout! 
8. The best body scrub with the sands on our feet and body; fat loss & toxins removal! (Sablotherapy) 
9. The sand helps reduce rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis  
10. The combination of water and sand helps curing skins diseases caused by stress or allergies such as psoriasis 
11. Ideal scenery for Body acceptance. We are not wearing so many layers on top of us, so we can connect to our 

body, feel it, see it, be at easy with ourselves  
12. Amazing location to work out with so many options: swimming, yoga, meditation, surf, dance, running, 

volleyball, water ski, diving, soccer etc. 
13. We age less and stay sharp cognitively! Because we read more while at the Beach. Reading activates all the 

brain areas! (University of Barcelona) 
14. The salt water is as pure as the physiological serum we use for our babies’ nose! It is a great cleanser for our 

nasal routes and recommended for people with recurrent sinusitis. Plus, the water is also a great cleanser for 
the intestines, helps with digestion, detoxifies the body in general and stimulates the immune defenses. The 
Beach is the best naturel antiseptic! 

15. The seaweed is a great source of beauty for hydration, nourishing and anti-aging. They also help reducing the 
cellulite (which is an inflammation of the skin due to the lack of mobility, bad alimentation habits and of course 
genetics) 

16. The best way to reduce the cognitive decline and live young longer is to spend a lot of time on the beach 
because there you can combine working out with reading and sleeping! 
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Moi, Frenchy & BEACH Lover 
What is la plage (the beach in French) made of? An endless view. Sands under our feet. Water on our body, the 
amazing feeling we get from swimming, the lightness, the levitation sensation, the waves massaging us. Salt on our 
lips. The very unique smell of sunny sand meeting ocean water. The waves soothing melody, the energizing wind, 
the seagulls screaming, kids’ laughing, silence… such beautiful life moments. Nature comes in all form. This is my 
favorite one.  
 
Where I come from (France obviously), I got lucky enough to be at the beach 2 months in the year. It was the 
Mediterranean Sea. I got lucky enough to spend lots of summer in the South of France. Believe it or not, 2 months 
were never enough time. I have always felt much happier by the Beach. French people are very keen on spending a 
lot of time at there. They say it’s good for their health and the best way to recharge their batteries. They are so right! 
 
A few surprising information about the French Riviera (the South of France): 
-Until the 1920s, it was not touristy at all. No one was enjoying the Mediterranean Sea. No one was swimming.  
-The Americans were the first tourists to make the French Riviera a renowned place. They were the first ones to fall 
in love with it, come numerously and invest! 
-The Riviera had been frequented over the years by many artists such as Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, and Aldous 
Huxley. F. Scott Fitzgerald described the Riviera as a “playground” with a “fairy blue” sea, where the whole world 
goes to "to forget or rejoice, to hide its face or have its fling”. 
-We offer many complex where you can rest, relax, spend a day, eat, have a drink on the beach. And this is available 
for all in comfort, elegance and, very important, safety! 
 

Freedom & Celebration At The Beach With DAY ROSE 
 
A joyful Art concept on the beach to savor life in meaningful ways, providing unique experiences at each of your 
visits.  
 
Conscious Beauty to transcend minds and elevate journeys 
Art concept and healthy cuisine & activities  
Supporting Nature & the community 
Ephemeral nomadic “lieu de vie” A la française 
Inviting the world: artists, craftsman, chefs, yogis  
Available to ALL and all purposes on a sunny day 
For you to enjoy, learn, connect and disconnect.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Contact Us: support@audreykabla.com I dayrose.collective@gmail.com I Contact Audrey about DAY ROSE   


